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Thor Vs Thanos
Thor's brother teams up with the Time Variance Authority and drags new buddy Mobius into some apocalyptic tomfoolery in the Disney Plus Marvel show.
Loki episode 2 recap, Easter eggs: God of Mischief hunts himself through the timeline
Loki had such an interesting character arc in the "Thor" trilogy and the "Avengers" movies that he almost became an anti-hero. Is Loki more popular than
Thor?
Is Loki Actually More Popular Than Thor?
The question of whether Loki is more powerful than Thor is a bit like asking whether the chicken came before the egg. It’s not easy to answer because
...
Is Loki more powerful than Thor?
To say that Marvel Studios' Phase 4 plans for the Marvel Cinematic Universe are big is an understatement. The umbrella franchise has more projects in
store for MCU fans than Tony Stark (RIP) has pop ...
Which Upcoming Marvel Release Will Have The Biggest Impact On The MCU And Why?
Let's run through the God of Mischief's Marvel Cinematic Universe history before his series begins Wednesday. Loki has earned praise from reviewers
ahead of the show's Wednesday premiere on Disney ...
What to know about Loki's timeline before the Disney Plus series
The Dark World, and his death at the hands of Malekeith and the Dark Elves was supposed to be permanent. It was meant to be the final hurrah for the
character, redeeming himself by dying for his ...
Loki's death in 2013 film Thor: The Dark World was intended to be final.
While a small army of Avengers assembled to finally take down Thanos between 2018’s Avengers: Infinity War and 2019’s Avengers: Endgame, a new intrasquad rivalry comically bubbled up in the process, ...
Chris Pratt hypes up 'Thor 4' and Chris Hemsworth: 'It's next-level. … He is a man-god in real life'
Disney+ series Loki continues the adventures of Tom Hiddleston's supervillain of the same name. Before watching it, let's revisit the journey of Loki in
the Marvel Cinematic Universe.
Loki: Let’s retrace the journey of Tom Hiddleston’s God of Mischief in MCU across 6 movies
Loki star Tom Hiddleston has explained why he won't return as the God of Mischief in Thor: Love and Thunder, while director Taika Waititi addresses the
possibility of one day helming a fifth Thor ...
LOKI's Tom Hiddleston Won't Be In THOR: LOVE AND THUNDER As Taika Waitit Says "Who Knows?" To THOR 5
Thor: The Dark World is (probably) no-one’s favorite Marvel movie. While not inherently bad, the Thor sequel wastes a great villain in Malekith – and an
even greater actor in Christopher Eccleston – ...
Loki continues Marvel’s quest to make Thor: The Dark World truly matter
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"He's seen Thor in some tight spots before but he's always trusted his brother will find a way out of it. In that moment, he knows that if he doesn't do
anything, his brother will die at Thanos' hand.
LOKI Star Tom Hiddleston Reveals The God Of Mischief's Dying Thoughts In AVENGERS: INFINITY WAR
Loki has already had a full arc in the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU). The fan-favorite character, played by Tom Hiddleston, began as a villain in Thor
and the first Avengers movie in 2011 and 2012 ...
Everything You Need to Know About Loki and Time Travel in the MCU
The fake script also indicated that Thanos was back, and the team would be renamed “The Avengererers” in Thor: Love and Thunder. Although this fake
script was good fun, speaking with the BBC ...
Thor: Love and Thunder — Everything we know about the Marvel phase 4 movie
The Dark World and Thor: Ragnarok, but the God of Thunder mourns for his mischievous brother when he's killed by Thanos (Josh Brolin) in Avengers:
Infinity War. When the God of Mischief returns in ...
Tom Hiddleston on Playing Loki without Chris Hemsworth's Thor for the First Time
Loki is the adopted brother and son of Thor and Odin, respectively. The god of mischief planned to rule Asgard, but he failed. Loki wanted to rule Earth
with the help of Thanos and his army in The ...
Refresher on Loki for his Disney+ series
Loki has tried to usurp Thor and Oden’s power several times and take the throne of Asgard for himself. He even allied himself with Thanos in Avengers
and used two of the Infinity Stones to try ...
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